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Abstract.

Quantum Monte Carlo calculations using realistic two- and three-nucleon inter-
actions are presented for nuclei with up to eight nucleons. We have computed the
ground and a few excited states of all such nuclei with Greens function Monte Carlo
(GFMC) and all of the experimentally known excited states using variational Monte
Carlo (VMC). The GFMC calculations show that for a given Hamiltonian, the VMC
calculations of excitation spectra are reliable, but the VMC ground-state energies are
significantly above the exact values. We find that the Hamiltonian we are using (which
was developed based on 3H, 4He, and nuclear matter calculations) underpredicts the
binding energy of p-shell nuclei. However our results for excitation spectra are very
good and one can see both shell-model and collective spectra resulting from fundamen-
tal many-nucleon calculations. Possible improvements in the three-nucleon potential
are also be discussed.

INTRODUCTION

A major goal in nuclear physics is to understand how nuclear binding, stability,
and structure arise from the underlying interact ions bet ween individual nucleons.
To achieve this goal, we must both determine the Hamiltonian to be used, and
devise reliable methods for many-body calculations with it. In principle quantum
chromodynamics can prescribe the nuclear Hamiltonian, but it will be a long time
before this will be done with useful accuracy. Thus the nuclear Hamiltonian is
determined phenomenologically, and our knowledge of it is refined, in part, by the
many-body calculations we make with it. A large amount of empirical information
about the nucleon-nucleon scattering problem has been accumulated over time,
resulting in ever more sophisticated NN potential models. These models have
strong spin and isospin dependence, and spin and orbital angular momentum are
mixed by a strong tensor interaction. In addition the three-nucleon interaction
must be considered in realistic calculations, however there is very little experimental
knowledge of it.

Exact (defined here to mean an error of less than 1% in the computed binding
energy) many-body calculations with such a Hamiltonian are very complicated, and
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it is only in the last three years that results have been obtained for A~6; these
. .. . are briefly discussed in this contribution. The nuclear Hamiltonian is presented in

the next section, variational Monte Carlo (VMC) for nuclei is presented in Sec. 3
and Green’s function Monte Carlo (GFMC) in Sec. 4. Finally a very few recent
results are given in the last section. The specific methods and results presented
here are from the work of the Argonne, Los Alamos, and Urbana groups; a complete
description of our VMC and GFMC calculations maybe found in [1].

I THE NUCLEAR HAMILTONIAN

Our Hamiltonian includes a nonrelativistic one-body kinetic energy, the Argonne
~ls two-nuckon potential [2] and the Urbana IX three-nucleon potential [3],

(1)

The difference between proton and neutron masses is included in our calculations,
but ignored above. The Argonne V18 potential is one of a number of new, highly
accurate iVN potentiaI models developed since 1990. It can be written as a sum of
electromagnetic and one-pion-exchange terms and a shorter-range phenomenologi-
cal part,

Vij=v; +v; +v:. (2)

The electromagnetic terms include one- and two-photon-exchange Coulomb inter-
actions, vacuum polarization, Darwin-Foldy, and magnetic moment terms, with
appropriate proton and neutron form fact ors.

The one-pion-exchange part contains the normal Yukawa and tensor functions
with a short-range cutoff. This and the remaining phenomenological part of the
potential can be written as a sum of eighteen operators, which is where the name
Vls comes from:

U*;+ vz~= ~ V*(T~j)O~j .
TJ=1,18

The first fourteen are charge-independent,

0~’=1’4 = [ 1, (~~ . ~j), Sij, (L . S), L2t L2(Oi . 0i)7 (L . s)’]

@ [l,(~i “’J_j)],

(3)

(4)

and the last four break charge independence. The VP(T) are determined by fitting
NN scattering data.

The potential was fit directly to the FJijmegen NN scattering data base [4,5],
which contains 1787 pp and 2514 np data in the range O— 350 MeV, with a X2 per
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datum of 1.09. It was also fit tothenn scattering length measured ind(n-, ~)nn
. .. . experiments and the deuteron binding energy.

The Urbana series of three-nucleon potentials is written as a sum of two-pion-
exchange and short er-range phenomenological terms,

(5)

The two-pion-exchange term is that of the original Fujita-Miyazawa model [6] and
contains both spin (tensor) and isospin dependence. The shorter-range phenomeno-
logical term is purely central. The parameters for model IX have been determined
by fitting the density of nuclear matter and the binding energy of 3H in conjunc-
tion with the Argonne vls interaction. The ~.~~ certainly should have non-central
terms [7], and our recent work has been concerned with developing an improved
model.

In light nuclei we find

(v~~~) ~ (.02 - .05) (v~~) * (.15 - .3) (H). (6)

where the large fraction of (-H) is due to the large cancellation of kinetic and
potential energy. We expect a similar ratio for the four-body potential:

,,

(v’N)~ (.02- .05)(vN~q -.01(H). (7)

Calculations are just approaching this accuracy.

II VARIATIONAL MONTE CARLO

The variational method can be used to obtain approximate solutions to the rnany-
body Schrodinger equation, HIJl= EIJ,for a wide range of nuclear systems, includ-
ing few-body nuclei, light closed-shell nuclei, and nuclear and neutron matter [8].
A suitably parameterized trial wave function, ~T, is used to calculate an upper
bound to the exact ground-state energy,

*T (WT]HIWT) , ~.

= (~Tl~~) - .
(8)

The parameters in VT are varied to minimize&, and the lowest value is taken as
the approximate ground-state energy.

Here I discuss a simplified form of ~T; see [1] for the complete form used in
current calculations,

The complete ~T also includes three-body correlations induced by ~j~.

(9)
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The @ is the one-body part; it determines the J, ikfJ, T, TZ of the nucleus, and is
. .. . completely antisymmetric. For A<4, it does not have any spatial dependence in our

formulation, but more than 4 nucleons cannot be fully antisymmetrized in just spin-
isospin space. Our @ for p-shell nuclei is the product of the Q (4He) for four nucleons
and p-wave solutions of a one-body well for the remaining nucleons; the result is
then antisymmetrized. These p-wave solutions are coupled in a LS representation,
and (with some exceptions for A = 8 levels) all spatial symmetries allowed in a l–li~
p-shell basis are used. We compute both diagonal and off-diagonal expectations in
this basis and then make a diagonalization to obtain the best variational wave
functions. Such a procedure allows us to obtain variational energies for several
levels with the same quantum numbers. We are also investigating @ that have the
correct asymptotic decomposition into clusters (e.g. d+4He for 6Li).

The Fijare the two-body
a subset of the operators in

correlations induced by vij and are written in terms of
?.)~j:

Fij= ~fp(~ij)ofi. (lo)
P

The .fP(r) are the solutions of Euler-Lagrange equations; see [9] for an introduction
to these and [10] for details on the complete fp(r) used in modern calculations.

The number of spin-isospin components in VT grows rapidly with the number of
nucleons. Calculations of the sort being described here are currently feasible up to
only A = 8. Cluster methods have been used for VMC calculations of larger nuclei
[11], and we are now developing these for the GFMC.

III GREEN’S FUNCTION MONTE CARLO

GFMC projects out the lowest-energy ground state using

Q~ = krlexp[–(lf – Eo)I-]111~. (11)

The eigenvalue & is calculated exactly while other expectation values are generally
calculated neglecting terms of order l~o – ~~[z and higher. In contrast, the error
in the variational energy, J!7T,is of order \WO – WT 12, and other expectation values
calculated with TT have errors of order IV. – ~T 1. Here I present a simplified
overview of nuclear GFMC; a rather complete discussion may be found in [1].

We use the VT of Eq. (9) as our initial trial function and define the propagated
wave function Q (I-) as

v(r) = (?-(H-EO)’~T; (12)

obviously II (~ = O) = WT and W(~ ~ oo) = 11’o. Introducing a small time step,
AT, T = n~r, gives

IIZ(T)= [e-(H-EO)A’]n UT = G“ILT . (13)



where G is the short-time Green’s function. The Q(~) is represented by a vector
function of R, and the Green’s function, Gap(R’, R) is a matrix function of R’ and
R in spin-isospin space (labeled by the subscripts a, /?), defined as

Gap(R’, R) = (R’, ale-(H-EO)AT\R, ~). (14)

It is calculated with leading errors of order (A~)3 as discussed below. Omitting
spin-isospin indices for brevity, V (Rn, T) is given by

.

and the integration is done by Monte Carlo.

The short-time propagator is approximated as

[

GaB(R’, R) = Go(R’, R)(al S ~
9ij (r!j, rij )

i.+ 90,ij(rij, nj) 11/0,
where gij is the exact twe-body propagator,

g~j(r{j, r~j) = (r~jle-H’~ATlrij} ,

Hij =
fi2

‘&Vfj + V~j .

Here go,ij is the free two-body propagator,

‘“’ij(r;’’r’j)=[G=J’exp [-(2=%1 ‘

(16)

@7)

(18)

(19)

where p = m/2 is the reduced mass, and Go is the free A-nucleon propagator.
All terms containing any number of the same v~j and V~j are treated exactly in
this propagator, as we have included. the imaginary-time equivalent of the full two-
body scattering amplitude. Eq. (16) has errors of order (A~)3, however they are
from commutators of terms involving potentials for two different pairs of a triple
of nucleons; these commutators become large only when all three nucleons are
close. Since this is a rare occurrence, the Ar of Eq. (17) can be five or more times
larger than that used with simpler approximations of G. The free Green’s function,
Go(R’, R), is sampled to obtain the Monte Carlo configuration R’ from R.

The exact propagator of Eq. (17) can be computed for the full V18 potential,
however the L2 and (L “S)2 terms in the potential correspond to state-dependent
changes of the mass appearing in the free Green’s function. Since we do not know
how to sample such a free Green’s function, we cannot use the exact gij for the
full potential, but rather must use one constructed for an approximately equivalent
potential that does not contain quadratic L terms. The difference between the
desired and approximate potentials is computed perturbatively; comparisons with
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Faddeev solutions for 3H suggest this results in errors of less than 0.5% for the total
,.. . energy.

For more than four nucleons, GFMC calculations suffer significantly from the
well-known Fermion sign problem. The resulting exponential growth of the statis-
tical errors as one propagates to larger ~ limits our calculations to 7<0.1 MeV-l,
and for most cases we do not go beyond ~ = 0.06 MeV–l. This means that any
errors in WT corresponding to excitations of less than - 10 MeV will be damped
out by less than 1/e. For this reason the diagonalization described in the previous
section is very important; it removes excitations of only a few MeV. In practice we
find that the dependence of the GFMC energy on ~ corresponds to the removal of
small admixtures of states with very high energies (R 0.1 to 2 GeV).

IV SOME RESULTS

Only a few of our results can be presented here; many other results maybe found
in [1,12]. Figure 1 compares many of our computed GFMC and VMC energies with
experiment. Only stat ist ical errors are shown for the Monte Carlo calculations; we
believe that the GFMC calculations are converged to * 0.3 MeV for A = 6 and
N 0.6 MeV for A = 8. The GFMC ground state results show that the Harniltonian
being used underbinds the p-shell nuclei more and more as A increases. Also
the underbinding becomes worse as one moves away from Z = N, indicating an
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FIGURE 1. Experimental and computed levels of light nuclei.



isospin problem. A comparison of the VMC and GFMC results shows that our
variational wave functions are much poorer for the p-shell than for the 3- and 4-
body nuclei. However, wherever we have done GFMC calculations for excited states
we find that the VMC excitation energies (relative to the ground-state energy)
are reliable. Thus the failure of the variational wave function appears to be a
bulk property with little state dependence. The computed excitation energies are
in quite good agreement with experiment, although spin-orbit splitting appears
to be systematically underpredicted. Thus the failure of the Hamiltonian is also
principally a bulk and isospin feature.

We are presently attempting to improve our Hamiltonian by adding a few ad-
ditional terms to the NNN potential. We are examining terms that are suggested
by meson-exchange and related arguments. Examples of contributions that we are
considering include several Z-diagrams with ~-, O- and u-meson exchanges. The
a, w diagram provides a three-nucleon spin-orbit force that improves the details of
the predicted excitation spectra. We are also computing the dominant terms of a
three-pion, three-nucleon force; this is relatively more attractive in 2’ = ~ than in

T = ~ triples; thus it improves the bulk and isospin energies.

There has been some interest in this conference in the reliability of models that
treat nuclei such as ‘He as an inert 4He core and two neutrons. Figure 2 shows our
computed proton-proton pair distributions in 4@’7He. If the 4He core were truly
inert, these distributions would all be the same. Instead it is more peaked in 4He
than in the p-shell nuclei, showing the effects of either polarization of the 4He core
by the valence neutrons or charge-exchange interactions between the protons and
valence neutrons; presumably both are significant.
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FIGURE 2. Computed pp-pair distributions in 4’6’7He.
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The last few years have seen much progress in nuclear QMC calculations. The
energy predictions of a given realistic Harniltonian can be found with 1$1oaccuracy
for {p to eight nucleon~. The resulting wave functions can be used to compute
both elastic and inelastic electron-scattering form factors; our recent results [12]
for 6Li agree very well with the data without the need for an effective charge. We
are also computing low-energy reaction rates for processes such as 4He(d,~)6Li for
primordial (big bang) nucleosynthesis studies. We are also improving the Hamilto-
nian used in these calculations and extending the GFMC method to larger nuclei
by developing a cluster-model GFMC.
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